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News recommender systems become an efective manner to help users make decisions by suggesting the potential news
which users may click and read, which has shown the proliferation nowadays. Many representative algorithms make great
eforts to discover users’ preferences from the histories for triggering news recommendations. However, such solutions exist
some limitations due to the following two main issues. First, they mainly rely on the suicient user data, which cannot well
capture users’ temporal interests with very limited records. Second, always perceiving users histories for recommendation
may ignore some important news (e.g., breaking news). In this paper, we propose a novel Multi-Factors Fusion model for
news recommendation by integrating both user-dependent preference efect and user-independent timeliness efect together.
First, to track the preference of a certain user, we decompose her reading history into two user-related factors including the
long-term habit and the short-term interest. Speciically, we extract her persistent habit by exploring the category efect of
news that she focuses on from her whole records. Then, we characterize her temporary interests by proposing a recurrent
neural network of analyzing the homogeneous relations between her latest clicked news and the candidate ones. Second, to
describe the user-independent news timeliness efect, we propose a novel survival analysis model to estimate the instantaneous
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click probability of a certain news as the occurring probability of an event, where much sensational news tends to be picked
out. Last, we fuse all efects to determine the probability of a user clicking on a certain news under the independent event
assumption. We conduct extensive experiments on two real-world datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that our model
can generate better news recommendations on both general scenario and cold-start scenario.

CCS Concepts: · Information systems→ Recommender systems; Information extraction; Data mining.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: News Recommendation, User-dependent Preference, User-independent Timeliness,
Survival Analysis

1 INTRODUCTION

Online news platforms, such as Google News1 and Toutiao2, have shown much proliferation nowadays. Compared
with the traditional media forms, e.g., newspaper, broadcast and TV, these platforms can aggregate and collect
massive emerging news articles without being limited by time length and space, and distribute them to users
in time. Therefore, millions of users have been attracted as they can save much efort searching and getting
real-time news information everyday.
In real-world scenarios, since there is a large number of news emerging and updating frequently everyday,

users are easier to be caught in a dilemma of information explosion as they are diicult to seek and locate the news
which they are attracted [70]. To improve user experience, recommender systems become an efective manner to
help users make decisions by suggesting the potential news which users may click and read [27]. Toward this
goal, learning from the experience in various representative ields, e.g., e-commerce [19, 41], movie [48, 81] and
POI [53, 77], the general algorithms always try to discover the user preferences for making news recommendations,
such as collaborative iltering [10] and content-based iltering [14, 38]. Basically, collaborative iltering assumes
that users may share the same preference with others who have the similar behaviors. Moreover, since users are
usually attracted by the news item information like title etc, content-based iltering, as the mainstream approaches
in news recommendation [64, 67], perceives user preference by analyzing the content of news which they clicked
in history as the evidence. Although they have made some achievements in the past, always recommending
news following user historical preferences may be limited in practice sometimes [32, 47]. First, such methods
require the suicient user histories for optimization, and therefore, cannot deal with the cold start users whose
historical records are few or even empty. More importantly, most of them may ignore the speciic news efect,
which is diferent from the general scenarios like e-commerce. For example, as many literature suggested [51, 68],
timeliness, as one of the unique news factors for charactering the lifecycle, though not directly related to users,
would also afect their decisions, since users may go through the breaking news everyday without following their
personal interests [57]. In summary, most mainstream approaches cannot well satisfy the news recommendations
because both the user-dependent preference and user-independent timeliness are not explored suiciently.
In this article, we provide a focused study for news recommendations by addressing the above problems

in a deeper insight. However, there are several major challenges on both sides. On one hand, learning the
user-dependent preference should perceive the user’s news-reading histories, where the preference is generally
coupled with two parts including the long-term habit and short-term interest. Taking an example shown in
the left part of Figure 1, given a user’s reading records, the long-term habit indicates what kinds of news she
likes to read persistently (e.g., sports and movies), since she always scans the łsportsž news and łmoviež in
the history. Comparatively, the short-term one relects that she is easier to change the preference due to some
possible temporary demands. Focusing on her latest records in Figure 1, we can ind that she goes through many
łcarž articles in a short period of time (as she may have the plan to buy a car in the near future) although she
seldom pays the attention in the earlier. Based on this observation, it makes sense to recommend either NBA

1https://news.google.com
2https://www.toutiao.com
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Fig. 1. An illustrative example of simultaneously recommending user interested news and breaking news to a user. The let

part refers to a user’s reading history which is utilized to analyze her long-term habit and short-term interest. The middle

part refers to the timeliness of two pieces of news. The right part denotes the recommendation list to the user.

or BMW news to her at this time. In the literature, existing work [1, 75] for news recommendation usually mix
both factors up instead of separately distinguishing the efect of each. In this article, we argue either of them can
afect a user’s behavior from diferent perspective, and therefore, an appropriate approach for addressing this
issue is required.

On the other hand, in real-world scenarios, news is emerging and updating rapidly worldwide, which relects
the unique timeliness efect to demonstrate its own characteristics. Driven by this factor, users can always be
attracted by some breaking news. For example in Figure 1, the łCOVID-19ž news has boosted the concerns
throughout the world since the year 2020, and many people consistently care about the change of the pandemic.
Therefore, it is also reasonable to recommend łCOVID-19ž news to users though such efect is not related to their
own preference. However, modeling such user-independent timeliness efect is even harder due to the following
problems. First, news is highly time-sensitive, leading to the diiculty of describing its lifecycle. Speciically,
news is updating fast with a short lifecycle, each of which can reach to be hot in a short time, but cool down
rapidly [51, 55, 68, 70]. Therefore, it is not desirable to recommend the news if its heat is no longer growing or
even declining. In Figure 1, although the łOlympic" news has accumulated a large number of clicks earlier, its low
growth rate at present still relects that it is no longer attractive. Moreover, some of breaking news articles are
unforeseen, and cannot ind any clues previously in the whole records, e.g., there is no warning sign of łCOVID-19ž
report before 2020. Therefore, how to track the dynamics of news timeliness remains underexplored. In the
literature, many eforts straightforwardly model such timeliness efect as the łpopularityž from a general public
perspective, where some additional features, such as the number of comments [60], ratings [31] or shares [54],
are integrated as the indicators. However, these solutions are not the ideal metrics as they can only relect news
characteristics from the static view, and require much accumulation of historical data records, which obviously
cannot well explore the timeliness efects of news suiciently.
To address the above challenges, we propose a novel Multi-Factors Fusion (MFF ) model for news recommen-

dation by integrating both user-dependent preference efect and user-independent timeliness efect together.
Speciically, for tracking the preference of a certain user, we decompose her reading historical records into two
independent factors including the long-term habit and the short-term interest. We irst aggregate her all browsed
news to extract her persistent habit by exploring the news categories in all. Then, we try to characterize her
temporary interests by proposing a recurrent neural network of analyzing the homogeneous relations between
her latest clicked news and the candidate one, and therefore, her short-term interest can be well enhanced. For
describing the timeliness efect of news, we consider each click behavior from any user as an event, and assume
the time elapsed between two adjacent events on the same news follows a particular distribution. Intuitively, the

ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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distribution of sensational news tends to have a low expectation. In other words, the sensational news is clicked
more frequently over a ixed period of time so that the expected time duration between two clicks is shorter. Then,
a component incorporating survival analysis techniques is designed to describe this distribution and estimate the
instantaneous click probability so that the news lifecycle could be well characterized. Last, we integrate all factor
efects from user preference and news timeliness to determine the probability of the user clicking on a certain
news under the independent event assumption. Moreover, since our model not only incorporates the user’s
personal efect but also the the general news efect, it can alleviate the cold start problem of recommendation for
new users.
We conduct extensive experiments on two real-world datasets. Our experimental results fully validate the

efectiveness of MFF on not only the general recommendation scenario but also the cold-start recommendation
scenario. In addition, we also demonstrate the capacity of MFF on modeling the timeliness of news.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize the related research work with three main categories including recommender
system from both the general scenario and news platform, news timeliness efect and survival analysis technique.

2.1 News Recommendation

Recommender system is one of the most inluential techniques to help users make decisions, which could alleviate
the information overload efectively in real life. It has been widely studied and applied in many real-world
domains, such as e-commerce [5, 19, 41], social network [36, 74, 84], movie [48, 81], POI [53, 77], intelligent
education [21, 22], marketing [79] and advertisement [85, 86]. The key behind the systems is to design a perception
model which could track users’ preferences, based on which recommends the suitable items (e.g., movie, book,
question, location). From a general perspective, traditional recommendation algorithms could be divided into
three rough categories including content-based ones [81], collaborative iltering [6] and hybrid strategy [9].
Speciically, content based models try to select items with similar content for users, where several content features
including category, text etc can be integrated by many feature engineering methods. Collaborative iltering
perceives users’ interests by assuming they share the same preference with neighbors who have similar behaviors,
which produces representative methods including factorization models [56], and ranking models [4] etc. One
step further, hybrid ones take advantage of both. Recently, deep learning based techniques have been explored
for recommender systems, which achieve much progress [14, 18, 35, 59, 63, 74]. For example, neural collaborative
iltering learned higher-order user-item interactions for user preference learning [18]. Chen et al. explored deeper
semantics for item content relationship learning [7]. Moreover, advanced techniques incorporate more data types
for recommendation like graph data [59, 65], media data [3] and multi-modal data [66] etc. For example, Zhang
et al. [74] proposes a multi-graph based model for social recommendation. Readers who are interested in general
recommendation could refer to several surveys in the community [71].
For personalized news recommender systems, similar to general ones, accurately modeling users’ interests

would also be the basic task for generating the satisfactory news lists which are more in line with their tastes.
Learning from the experiences in several domains above, some works perceive which news that users are satisied
with through analyzing their behaviors when browsing news on the platforms [30, 45, 46, 82, 87]. For example,
Du et al. [13] and Zheng et al. [82] treated users’ return time as a measure of user satisfaction so that they
employed the Poisson point process or Hawkes process to model user return time. Kim et al. [30] and Zhou et
al. [87] noticed the dwell time could relect whether or not the user was satisied when reading the news while
Lu et al. [46] and Wu et al. [69] considered the factor of reading speed in recommender systems. However, these
methods usually need additional side information describing users’ behaviors (e.g., dwell time and return time),
which is hard to accumulate in practice.

ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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Diferent from general scenarios, news recommendation should pay more attention on how to explore and
integrate news-speciic information during the process, because users on news platforms always browse the
news with attractive content like title etc [64, 67]. Therefore, mainstream news recommendation approaches
try to explore user-dependent preferences by aggregating all contents of news in her reading history. In recent
years, by taking advantage of advanced deep learning and natural language processing techniques, several
works try to recommend relevant news with similar semantics in the deep latent space based on users’ reading
histories [1, 42, 51, 58, 64, 67]. For example, Lian et al. [42] designed an inception network with the attention
mechanism to automatically select and combine salient features extracted from users’ records. An et al. [1]
combined CNN and LSTM to better represent the historical clicked news and also proposed two ways to merge
the user embedding into their model. Moreover, to enhance the performance of news semantics, some studies
incorporate external knowledge from other data sources such as knowledge graph [34, 61, 64] or microblogs [11]
into their frameworks so that user preference could be deeply mined.
However, users on news platforms usually show their preferences with diferent factors. On one hand, they

always select news articles by their persistent habit (e.g., reading łsportž news in Figure 1). On the other hand, they
could drift their interests by some temporary factors (e.g., browsing łcarž news in Figure 1). Therefore, diferent
from most of existing works that mix both user factors up, in this article, we try to explore user-dependent
preference one step further by distinguishing them into two independent factors including the long-term habit
and short-term interest, each of which can decide the users’ news click behaviors simultaneously.

2.2 Timeliness of News

In real-world scenarios, a large number of news articles are emerging and updating worldwide everyday, which
relects the strong timeliness characteristics [70]. Diferent from traditional scenarios above, users on news
platforms can always be attracted by some breaking news without their preferences [57]. Therefore, it is necessary
to speciically consider news timeliness efects for recommendation. However, as many literature indicated [51, 55,
68, 70], such timeliness of news remains great diiculty to be described. Speciically, news is highly time-sensitive,
which can update fast with a short lifecyle, each of which can reach hot in a short time, but expires rapidly.
Therefore, it is not desirable to recommend the news if its heat is not growing up or even declining at a certain
moment. Moreover, some of breaking news articles are unforeseen, and cannot ind any clues previously in
the whole records. Therefore, how to describe and track such timeliness dynamics is one of most important
factors in news recommendation. In the literature, several works straightforwardly model the timeliness as the
łpopularityž from a general perspective, where several indicators are designed in various ways [24, 31, 43, 50]. For
example, Naseri et al. [50] and Liao et al. [43] took the number of views as a measurement for news popularity
while Tatar et al. [60] and Tsagkias et al. [62] adopted the number of comments. In addition, some efective
indicators can be described as another explicit features in the news systems including the number of votes [37],
ratings [31] and shares [54]. These works suggest that it is feasible to incorporate the simple łpopularityž efect
for news recommendations. Along this line, mainstream approaches try much efort to manually design a bundle
of popular related features [9, 26]. For example, Darvishy et al. [9] adopted the number of views and further
deined the hotness of a news article as a kind of important features. Jonnalagedda et al. [26] computed the
popularity through the cosine similarity between the news and the related tweets.
Unfortunately, these straightforward łpopularityž indicators usually require a long time and much efort to

collect the data after posting the news, which is limited in practice. More importantly, the results only relect the
consistent news characteristics over a long period of time in the past from a static view, which cannot precisely
describe the trend of news timeliness efect in time. To remedy this issue, in this article, we introduce the survival
analysis technique to characterize the news timeliness as the time elapsed between two adjacent click events on
the same news by any two users. Intuitively, the breaking news would attract more visitors so that the expected

ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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time elapsed would be shorter. Then, we analyze the trend of click probability with respect to the time elapsed.
Once we know the time elapsed since the latest click of one news piece, we can further predict whether the news
will be clicked due to the timeliness of news.

2.3 Survival Analysis

Describing the click probability of a news article over a period of time in the future is a non-trivial task because
the click behavior (click event) does not always occur. Actually, for most instances, the exact time of the click is
unobservable due to the limitation of observation period, which is called łcensoringž [25]. In fact, the censoring
phenomenon exists widely in diferent scenarios, such as employee turnover [17], customer churn [80], patient
death [40]. For example, when analyzing at which people with lung cancer will die, it is necessary to collect
a large number of data of patients who have died of lung cancer. However, at present, many patients are still
struggling with or recovering from the disease. These cases lack the exact time of death and are called censored
data. Therefore, directly learning on these instances will make the results unreliable [39]. In order to better
estimate the probability of event occurrence at each time, a key technique addressing the censoring phenomenon
is survival analysis. In this domain, there are two main streams. The irst view is based on traditional statistic
theories [39, 73]. These methods heavily depend on pre-assumed distributional forms for the survival rate function.
The second view is based on machine learning perspective including SVM [28], multi-task learning [78] and
deep learning [33, 72, 83]. Survival analysis has been applied to various application ields, such as check-in
location prediction [72], donation recurrence and retention in the crowdfunding area [78], fraud early detection
in online platforms [83], notiications pushing for mobile applications [73]. In the news recommendation area,
this technique is also employed to predict the return time of users [13, 82].

In our study, we deine a news click as an event so that the news article that is exposed to users but not clicked
on can be considered as censored data. To fully utilize censored data, we take advantage of survival analysis
techniques to describe the click probability on news with respect to its time elapsed. Speciically, a breaking news
will lead to a high probability of a click in a short period of time. In this way, we can predict whether the news
will be clicked at a future time. To the best of our knowledge, this is the irst attempt to extend survival analysis
to the click event prediction in news recommendation.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

We formally deine our problem as follows. In general, suppose there areU users and N news in an online news
platform. For a given user u, we denote her click history as [nu1 ,n

u
2 , ...,n

u
Nu

], where nui (i ∈ {1, ...,Nu }) is the i-th
news clicked by user u, and Nu is the total number of user u’s clicked news. For each news nui , it is composed of a
triple, i.e., nui = (Tu

i , c
u
i , t

u
i ). Speciically,T

u
i is a title which consists of a sequence of words, i.e.,Tu

i = [wu
i1,w

u
i2, ...].

cui is a tag of the news representing its category (e.g., Movie). tui is a timestamp when the user u clicks on the
news. Then, given a user’s click history and a piece of candidate news ncand with its title Tcand and tag ccand ,
our goal is to predict whether she will click ncand which has not been seen by her before.

In the following sections, for convenience, we will omit the superscript u. Bold letters denote the matrices or
vectors whereas non-bold letters denote scalars. For better illustration, we summarize several key mathematical
notations in Table 1.

4 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce our model. Figure 3 illustrates the graphical architecture, which consists of two key
components including user-dependent preference module and user-independent timeliness module. Moreover,
we design a news encoder to extract the news content semantics initially and propose to integrate both efects
for news recommendations. In the following, we explain the model techniques in detail.

ACM Trans. Inf. Syst.
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Table 1. Several key mathematical notations.

Notations Type Description

U scalar the number of users

N scalar the number of news articles
T vector a sequence of word indexes denoting the title of the news

c scalar a word index denoting the tag of the news

t scalar the timestamp when the click occurs
∆t scalar the time elapsed since the latest click by any user

C matrix the embedding matrix of all tags with |C | rows
W matrix the embedding matrix of all words with |W | rows
U matrix the embedding matrix of all users with |U | rows

f (t ) function
click probability density function denoting the
probability when the click event occurs at time t

S (t ) function
click survival function denoting the probability
of the click event having not occurred by time t

λ(t ) function
click hazard function denoting the instantaneous click

probability at time t given the click event does not occur before

4.1 News Encoder

In the online news platforms, users can be easily attracted by some concise but informative descriptions of news
irst, such as the news title and the corresponding category tag, and then decide to search the whole news body.
For simplicity in the modeling, we learn the news semantic meaning with considering its title and tag information.
Please note that it can be easily to generalize to other news information like the body content. In this subsection,
without loss of generality, we utilize the same notations (i.e.,T , c) to denote the title and tag whatever they belong
to candidate news or clicked news.

Initially, we convert the tag c and each wordwi in the title into the dense vector (c ,wi ) via embedding matrices
C ∈ R |C |×D andW ∈ R |W |×D , where |C | denotes the number of tags, |W | denotes the word vocabulary size and
D denotes the dimension of the embedding. After that, we obtain a sequence of word embeddings for the title.
In this paper, we propose a novel news encoder to aggregate both the title and tag together for modeling the
news semantics, where the encoder architecture is shown in Figure 2. Here, we adopt BERT which has shown the
dominant performance in various natural language processing tasks including token tagging, span prediction
and so on [12, 23, 76]3. Speciically, it can model the global complex relations in a sentence, where much valuable
information from a large volume of unlabeled data through the pre-training stage can also be captured. Learning
from this experience, we adopt BERT model as the backbone, where we make the modiication to put the tag c
along with the title T as the input so that the tag semantics can be adapted to the diferent news articles. Then,
we propose a tag-aware attention mechanism to aggregate all word vectors into one news representation with
category information.

Mathematically, as shown in Figure 2, given the title word sequence of a piece of newsT = [w1,w2, ...] with its
corresponding category tag c , they are stacked with two special embeddings indicating the start and stop tokens
(i.e., T = [[cls],w1, ...,w |T |, [sep],c] ∈ R( |T |+3)×D , where |T | is the length of the title). Then, they are fed into

3Please note that we do not emphasize the diference among BERT based models.
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Fig. 2. Details of the news encoder.

BERT to learn context-aware vectors. Formally, multi-head attention layer computes output matrix as:

MultiHead (T ) = (head1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ headH )W O ,

headj = Attention(TW
Q
j ,TW

K
j ,TW

V
j ),

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = so f tmax (QK⊤/
√
D)V ,

where {W O ,W
Q
j ,W

K
j ,W

V
j } are projection matrices, ⊕ is the concatenation operation, H is the number of

attention heads. Here, our attention mechanism is diferent from the one in BERT. Speciically, each word in the
news title is forbidden to see the tag since it is supposed to focus on the content of title. On the contrary, the tag
can interact with all words so that its representation can be adapted to the diferent news articles. Besides, the
Feed Forward and Add&Norm layers are calculated as:

FF (x ) =W F 2max (0;W F 1x + bF 1) + bF 2,

Add&Norm(x ) = LayerNorm(x + Sublayer (x )),

where {W F 1,W F 2} and {bF 1,bF 2} are weight matrices and bias vectors, respectively. Sublayer (x ) is the function
implemented by the sub-layer itself (i.e., multi-head attention or feed forward).
After stacking the above operations L times, we inally get a sequence of context-aware word embedding

(i.e.,TB = BERT(T )). Generally, in order to obtain the news representation, an intuitive way is to aggregate all
embeddings inTB together except [cls] and [sep] through an average pooling operation. However, it is obvious
that all words in the news are not equally important and they should be treated diferently. Actually, in reality,
the news tag can often help us recognize the signiicant words. For example, when we mention Iron man, we
know it is a character in the movie. To this end, we propose a tag-aware attention mechanism to learn a news
representation. Given the context-aware word embeddings and the tag embedding (i.e., TB ), we compute the
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Fig. 3. The graphical architecture of MFF. The let component is designed to model the user-dependent preference. The right

component is designed to model the user-independent timeliness.

tag-aware news representation as:

s =
∑

wi ∈TB\{[cl s],[sep],c }
αiwi , (1)

αi =
exp (w⊤i c )∑

wj ∈TB \{[c l s ],[sep]} exp (w
⊤
j c )
. (2)

Finally, we acquire a news representation s ∈ RD which has captured the deep semantic meaning of news. Please
note that our news encoder can be easily extended to model any useful information of news like news body
content and even the users’ reviews.

4.2 Modeling User-dependent Preference

As mentioned in Section 1, making decisions on reading what news for users is always driven by their personal
preference, which is one of the important internal factors. In our model, we distinguish this user-dependent
preference into two parts including the long-term habit and the short-term interest, which is shown in the left
part of Figure 3. In this subsection, we introduce each of the technical details.

4.2.1 Long-term Habit. Given a user’s reading records, the long-term habit can be equivalent to the prior
knowledge indicating what kinds of news she likes to read persistently. For example, as shown in Figure 1, we
can conclude the user likes to read news articles about łsports" most, followed by łmovies", since she always
reads the relevant news articles in the history. Therefore, it is reasonable to recommend a piece of news about
NBA to her. In most existing studies [1], a general way is to optimize an embedding matrix which represents the
long-term habits of diferent users. However, this approach can not well model the users’ prior habit knowledge.
To this end, we propose a tag-aware user embedding to perceive the user’s long-term habit. Speciically, we irst
look up her latent factors u via a user embedding matrixU ∈ R |U |×D , where |U | denotes the number of users.
Then, we aggregate her clicked news in history and obtain the tag distribution l ∈ R |C | showing her long-term
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habit w.r.t. categories. Finally, we obtain a tag-aware user embedding ul as:

ul = u +C
⊤l , (3)

whereC is the tag embedding matrix.
Next, to decide which news the user would read, given the candidate news ncand , we irst get its news

representation scand through the news encoder. Then, we predict whether the user will click on this news due to
this long-term habit of the user, where the probability is deined as:

p1 (click |ncand ,u) = σ (W1 (ul ⊕ scand ) + b1), (4)

where {W1,b1} are the weight vector and bias. σ (·) is the non-linear activation function which is stated as the
siдmoid (·) in this article.

4.2.2 Short-term Interest. In addition, in reality, a user is easier to change the preference due to some possible
temporary demands. That is to say she usually likes to read similar articles with same categories in a certain
short period of time. From the illustrative example in Figure 1, the user goes through many łcar" articles on her
latest records (as she may have the plan to buy a car in the near future) although she seldom pays the attention
in the earlier. Thus, she would be probably interested in some related news that is diferent from her habit. To
model this factor, we have to explore homogeneous relations between the candidate news and her latest clicked
news. Diferent from previous works [1, 75] which take all pieces of clicked news into account, we argue that
only a set of them would contribute the most to this factor. Given the K latest clicked news of a certain user, we
feed them into the news encoder and get K news representations denoted as {s1, s2, ..., sK }. Then, we provide a
sequential encoding model to learn the relations of news that users read in the latest K times. This model can
be implemented as many ones [14, 67, 75], and in this article, since we do not emphasize their diferences, we
implement it with one of the most common used LSTM [15, 44]. Speciically, given the i-th news representation
si (i = 1, ...,K ), (i − 1)-th memory cell zi−1 ∈ RD and hidden state hi−1 ∈ RD , the i-th memory cell zi ∈ RD and
hidden state hi ∈ RD are computed as:

zi ,hi = LSTM (si ,zi−1,hi−1;θ ), (5)

where θ is the parameters in LSTM. Then, we treat zK representing the user’s short-term interest.
Similar to Eq. (4), we can predict the click probability on the candidate news driven by this short-term interest

factor as:
p2 (click |ncand ,n1, ...,nK ) = σ (W2 (zK ⊕ scand ) + b2), (6)

where {W2,b2} are the weight vector and bias.

4.3 Modeling User-independent Timeliness

In addition, news is emerging and updating rapidly everyday, which relects several unique characteristics.
Therefore, users can always be attracted by the ones which is driven by many other user-independent factors.
As mentioned in Section 1, timeliness is one of the most signiicant factor describing news lifecycle [51, 68, 70].
Recall the example in Figure 1, the user is now consistently concerned about the change of the łCOVID-19ž
pandemic and łOlympics2020ž. However, these two news relect diferent timeliness stage at present. Speciically,
the łCOVID-19ž news at present boosts a rapid growth attention, while the łOlympics2020ž news is no longer hot
and may disappear in the near future. Therefore, it is better to choose the pandemic news for recommendation at
present, and however, it is diicult to describe the news timeliness efect. Moreover, since some of the breaking
news articles, e.g., łCOVID-19ž, are unforeseen previously and cannot ind any clues in the whole records,
which even exacerbates the modeling diiculty. To characterize this timeliness factor, most of existing solutions
straightforwardly describe its efect as the łpopularityž metric, and design many indicators which consist of some
additional features collected in the systems, such as the number of comments [60], ratings [31] or shares [54].
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However, this is not an ideal solution since the popularity indicators only relect the news timeliness from a
static view, and require a long period of time with data accumulation for statistics. Therefore, they cannot well
explore the news timeliness efect suiciently since they fail to describe the news lifecycle at a certain time.
To this end, we propose an innovative way to model the timeliness of news which is shown in the right part
of Figure 3. Particularly, considering the łbreakingž news is clicked far more than general news over a ixed
period of time, the average time elapsed between two adjacent clicks is smaller. Based on this idea, we attempt to
perceive the timeliness of a news article according to the time elapsed since the latest click by any user with the
help of survival analysis techniques [2], which aim to describe the instantaneous click probability over time.
Speciically, survival analysis is a sub-ield of statistics which is qualiied for predicting the probability of

the occurrence of an event in a future time as well as estimating the time duration until one event occurs. It is
originally applied to the medical ield for analyzing when a biological organism dies[40]. In our study, formally,
for each candidate news ncand , we consider each click behavior from any user as an event, and assume the time
elapsed between two adjacent events on the same news follows a particular distribution. Its expected value
becomes small if the news is much appealing to users, and becomes large, otherwise. We deine the click time

T̂ as a continuous random variable indicating the waiting time until the occurrence of click since the latest

click behavior from any other user, with click probability density function f (t ) = limdt→0
P (t ≤T̂ <t+dt )

dt
. The click

survival function S (t ) indicates the probability of the click event having not occurred by time t :

S (t ) = P (T̂ ≥ t ) =

∫ ∞

t

f (x )dx . (7)

The click hazard function λ(t ) refers to the instantaneous click probability at time t given click behavior does not
occur before:

λ(t ) = lim
dt→0

P (t ≤ T̂ < t + dt |T̂ ≥ t )

dt
=

f (t )

S (t )
. (8)

In this article, the timestamp is discrete, so that we approximate the click hazard function as:

λ(t ) = P (T̂ = t |T̂ ≥ t ). (9)

In practice, we irst collect logs of the candidate news from all users in the past. Then, we ind the latest click
record and compute the time elapsed. After that, the time elapsed is discretized into several pieces where the
span of each piece is denoted as ∆T . We also mark the corresponding index of each time piece as ∆t . Please note
that ∆T is an important hyper-parameter which could afect the performance of modeling the news timeliness
efect. Speciically, ∆T describes the interval size of time piece, which can determine the time range for predicting
whether or not the news to be clicked. Therefore, if we ind one news has a strong timeliness with a short
lifecycle, we should set ∆T with a small value that could track the news dynamics more accurately. We will
make some analysis in the section 5.5.2. Given the features of a candidate news (i.e., its representation scand ,
tag representation ccand ), we attempt to estimate the instantaneous rate for each time slot since the latest click.
Formally, we have:

λ = σ (W3 (scand ⊕ ccand ) + b3), (10)

where {W3,b3} are the weight matrix and bias vector. Each element in λ indicates the instantaneous click rate in
a short period of time which means λ = λ(0) ⊕ λ(1) ⊕ · · · . As shown in the bottom part of Figure 4 (i.e., Inference
stage), suppose we have a well-trained survival model (training details can be ind in section 4.4), conditioning
on the fact that the candidate news has not been clicked in a while and time slot index is ∆t , the click probability
due to the timeliness can be inferred by the click hazard function:

p3 (click |ncand ) = λ(∆t ). (11)
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Fig. 4. An illustrative example for training a survival model which is used to inference the click probability due to the

timeliness. During the training stage, for a positive instance, its click probability (e.g., f (∆t1) or f (∆t2)) should be maximized

while for a negative instance, its accumulative probability (e.g., S (∆t3)) should be maximized. During the inference stage,

conditioning on the fact that the candidate news has not been clicked in a while, the click probability should be predicted

based on the click hazard function.

4.4 Model Fusion and Training

In this subsection, we will illustrate how to fuse the user-dependent preference and user-independent timeliness
together for making the inal recommendations. Then, we introduce the objective function of how to train
our proposed model. In the subsection 4.2 and 4.3, we have obtained the click probabilities under three factors
including long-term habit p1 (Eq. (4)), short-term interest p2 (Eq. (6)) and news timeliness p3 (Eq. (11)). Following
the intuition, the model should integrate them in all for news recommendations. To achieve this goal, a general
way is to get their geometric mean as the overall click probability:

pclick =
3
√
p1p2p3. (12)

However, in this article, we assume a user will click the candidate news due to any one of the three factors, which
follows the independent event assumption. Formally, we deine the overall click probability as:

pclick = 1 − (1 − p1) (1 − p2) (1 − p3). (13)

For each instance, it has a piece of candidate news, a user with her click history and the label y (y equals 1 if
she clicks the news, and equals 0 otherwise.). To reduce the empirical risk, a widely used objective function is to
minimize the cross entropy (which is also called the binary loss) as:

Lbin = −y log(pclick ) − (1 − y) log(1 − pclick ). (14)

However, we empirically ind that the binary loss cannot optimize the click probability density function f (t )

closer to the real distribution. To address this issue, we also propose a novel survival loss. As shown in the top
part of Figure 4, we adopt maximum likelihood estimation to maximize the f (t ) for the positive instances (i.e.,
y = 1), and S (t ) for the negative instances (i.e., y = 0) since the exact click time of negative ones has not been
observed. For example, as shown in the top part of Figure 4 (i.e., Training stage), a piece of news is exposed to
three users at diferent time and we ind User 1 and User 2 click on this news while User 3 does not. We search the
adjacent click event by others in the observation time which represents the time window before the click/unclick
action. Then, time duration of them is calculated and denoted as ∆t1,∆t2,∆t3. For User 1 and User 2, since their
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Table 2. Basic statistics of two datasets.

Statistics Toutiao Adressa

Number of users 50,000 31,596
Number of news 731,612 6,128

Number of category tags 146 48
Number of logs 2,123,700 985,329

Positive and negative ratio ≈3:4 -
Avg. time elapsed (seconds) 13,758.8 1,840.1

Avg. number of words per title 23.7 7.1

click behaviors have been observed, we only need to maximize the likelihood of f (∆t1), f (∆t2). For User 3, it
is unreasonable to maximize the likelihood of f (∆t3) because she does not click the news at that moment. We
assume the click event of User 3 on this news will occur in the future. Therefore, the best choice is to maximize
the survival function S (∆t3). With respect to the formulations of f (t ), S (t ), formally, we irst derive the equations
of f (t ) and S (t ) with respect to λ in the form of discretization from (Eq. (7)) and (Eq. (8)), and then deine the
logarithm of survival loss with minimization as:

f (t ) = λ(t ) exp(−∑t
x=0 λ(x )), (15)

S (t ) = exp(−∑t
x=0 λ(x )), (16)

Lsur = −y log( f (∆t )) − (1 − y) log(S (∆t )). (17)

Combining Lbin (Eq. (14)) and Lsur (Eq. (17)), given M instances, our overall objective function with mini-
mization is deined as:

L = min
Θ

M∑
i=1

(Li
bin + γL

i
sur ), (18)

where γ is a coeicient to balance two losses, Θ denotes all parameters in ourMFF updated by Adam optimization
algorithm.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we irst introduce two real-word datasets we used and show some basic statistics and distributions.
Then, we illustrate the experimental setup and baselines in detail. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments and
report the results from diferent perspectives.

5.1 Datasets Description

We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets for evaluation and describe them as below.

• Toutiao is a dataset supplied by Bytedance Co., Ltd and is collected from its server logs of Toutiao. Speciically,
for each log, it contains a user ID, a news IDwith a category tag and a title, a timestamp and a label indicating
whether or not the user clicks on the news. Since the total number of user is too large, we randomly select
50,000 active users and collect their logs in one week from May 1st, 2019 to May 7th, 2019. We take the top
90% of the data in chronological order as a training set and the rest as a test set.
• Adressa4 is another news dataset which is constructed by [16] from Adressavisen, a Norwegian news portal.
Diferent from Toutiao, Adressa only contains the records of users’s clicks on diferent news. Therefore,
for each log, it contains a user ID, a news ID with a tag and a title, a timestamp when the user clicks on

4We use the light version in http://reclab.idi.ntnu.no/dataset/
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Fig. 5. Correlation comparison of news log records of users on both datasets.

the news. To keep high quality users, we ilter out those users whose records are less than 10. As a result,
31,596 users are left. Following [63, 75], we adopt the leave-one-out strategy. For each user, we hold-out her
latest interaction as the positive test instance and randomly sample 99 news articles that are not interacted
by the user as the negative test instances. In addition, we utilize the remaining data for training as positive
instances using a sliding window, each of which samples 4 negative instances.

We summarize the basic statistics of both datasets in Table 2. We also deeply analyze some data analyses of
them from the following perspectives. First, for each user, we calculate the portion of news categories she clicked
on in the test set that appears in the news categories she clicked on in the training set. The average results of all
users on Toutiao and Adressa are 76.36% and 76.48%, respectively. That means almost the three forths of news
categories are the same in the training and test sets, which demonstrates that users are willing to click on the
news followed by their long-term habit with category factor. Second, we analyze the correlation of users’ news
browsing records. Speciically, for each user, we select two groups of news in her training set including one łNear
Groupž consisting of her latest 5 clicked news and the other łEarly Groupž consisting of her irst 5 clicked news.
Taking one news she clicks in the test set, we compute the news content correlations by dot similarities of it and
the news in both groups. Figure 5 reports the correlation comparison result of all user log instances on diferent
groups in box igures. From the igure, news in test set is more relevant to the news in łNear Groupž than that
in łEarly Groupž. This observation could demonstrate that user preferences can be more susceptible to recent
records rather than earlier histories, which demonstrates the rationality of our short-term interest idea. Third,
we summarize the distributions in Figure 6. Speciically, the top two charts shows the distributions of the time
elapsed between two adjacent clicks on the same news in two datasets. Since the number of news in Toutiao is
much larger than that in Adressa, users in Toutiao have more choices when reading news. As a consequence,
the click frequency of each news in Toutiao is lower than that in Adressa so that the average time elapsed in
Toutiao is much higher (13,758.8 seconds versus 1,840.1 seconds). The middle two charts illustrate the top 10
category tags of news distributions in two datasets, which show the similar patterns. In the bottom two charts,
we demonstrate the distributions of the number of title words. The average number per title is 23.7 and 7.1 words,
respectively, showing that average length of title in Toutiao is about three times as long as that in Adressa. These
indings show that news is highly time-sensitive with short lifecycle.

5.2 Experimental Setup

5.2.1 Parameter Seting. We implement our model MFF based on TensorFlow. We now specify some hyper-
parameters. In the news encoder (Figure 2), following [12], we set the BERT hyper-parameters are the same with
BERTBASE except the number of layers (i.e., L) which equals 6 rather than 12 in order to improve computing
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Fig. 6. Statistical distributions. Let: Toutiao; Right: Adressa. Top: distributions of the time elapsed of log instances; Middle:

distributions of diferent types of news; Botom: distributions of the number of title words.

eiciency. Moreover, some important hyper-parameters would afect the performance of our model including the
dimension of word embedding D, the time span ∆T , the number of candidate news K (Eq. (6)), and the coeicient
γ (Eq. (18)). We will discuss the sensitivity of them in the subsection 5.5.2. Last, for our model training, we set the
learning rate as 2e-5 and mini-batch as 64. We utilize dropout with probability 0.2 to prevent overitting.

To make our news encoder capture deep semantics from the news title, we irst pre-train the BERT parameters
via two tasks as [12] does. Since the languages for both datasets are diferent, parameters in BERT should be
pre-trained via large scale corpus in corresponding languages. For Toutiao, 1 billion sentences are crawled from
websites for pre-training stage. For Adressa, due to the lack of existing corpus in norwegian, we directly utilize
the pre-trained model provided by Google5 which includes 104 languages. The rest of parameters are randomly

5https://github.com/google-research/bert
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initialized with a Xavier uniform initializer [49]. Then, all parameters Θ in our model are ine-tuned through the
training stage.

5.2.2 Evaluation Metrics. In the experiments, we adopt four widely used metrics including AUC , F1,MRR and
NDCG@5. When computing AUC and F1, we treat all instances as independent ones. For each log instance i , we
assume its real label and our predicted score are yi and pi respectively so that AUC and F1 are formulated as:

AUC =
|{(i, j ) |yi = 1,yj = 0,pi > pj }|
|{i |yi = 1}| |{j |yj = 0}| ,

F1 =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

.

Diferent fromAUC and F1,MRR and nDCG@5 are calculated on a per-user basis. Assuming there are N users,
each of which has several instances, we rank instances of each user by their predicted scores. In addition, the
real label and predicted score of j-th instance for i-th user are respectively denoted as yi, j and pi, j . MRR and
NDCG@5 are formulated as:

MRR =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1

minyi, j=1 j
,

NDCG@5 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∑
j≤5 yi, j/ log2 (j + 1)

maxπ
∑

j≤5 yi,π (j )/ log2 (π (j ) + 1)
,

where π is an arbitrary permutation of the rank list. Note that all metrics are the larger the better.

5.3 Baselines

To validate the efectiveness of MFF, we compare it against eleven popular methods which are divided into four
groups.
Feature engineering based methods usually focus on building a set of features to better represent the news.
Then, some classic machine learning models are employed to predict the click probability. Particularly, we choose
Pop [52], SVD [6], FM and FM+ [56] as baselines.

• Pop is a popularity model that recommends a set of news with higher click frequency. Since news is highly
time-sensitive, it is a competitive baseline.
• SVD is a classic collaborative iltering model widely used in recommender systems. Each instance only
consists of user ID and candidate news ID.
• FM is a feature based factorization model. The input features of news consist of TF-IDF features from its
title and one-hot vector of its tag. We treat all clicked news as one piece of news, and then concatenate the
features of candidate news and clicked news to feed into FM.
• FM+ improves FM by adding the popularity features. Speciically, besides the features fed into FM, we also
input the time elapsed since the latest click of the candidate news as one of the typical signal feature of
popularity.

Survival analysis methods aim to predict the occurrence of speciic event (i.e., the click event) at a future time.
Note that this kind of models predict the click probability of a certain news during a period of time so that the
recommended news is not personalized. Particularly, we choose COX [8] and DeepHit [33] as baselines.

• COX is the most commonly used semi-parametric model in survival analysis. It can predict the probability
of the news being clicked.
• DeepHit is another survival analysis model which adopts the deep neural network to construct the relation-
ship between the click behavior and the covariates.
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Content based methods are based on the description of the news. These methods are suitable for news
recommendation since users usually are attracted by the title of news. Particularly, we choose CNN [29] and
DSSM [20] as baselines.

• CNN is a typical convolutional neural network with max pooling to learn a news representation from its
title by keeping most salient features.
• DSSM is a deep structured semantic model with word hashing via character trigram and multiple dense
layers. All clicked news articles are concatenated as one piece of news, which is used to compute the
similarity with candidate news.

Session based methods are the mainstream methods in news recommendation during past few years. They
capture the users’ preferences and patterns from the sequence of their click history and then infer the click
probability of the candidate news. Particularly, we choose GRU4REC [19], DKN [64] and LSTUR [1] as baselines.
Note that DKN and LSTUR can also fall into content based models since they explore the semantics of news titles
while GRU4REC only utilizes the news ID without any description.

• GRU4REC applies RNN for session-based recommendation. The model is fed a sequence of news ID clicked
by the user and then predicts next news that is likely to be clicked.
• DKN is a deep news recommendation method with CNN and news-level attention mechanism. In addition,
it also incorporates entities derived from knowledge graph.
• LSTUR is a deep news recommendation method combing CNN and LSTM to jointly model user’s long-term
and short-term representations from the news title, tag and user ID.

5.4 Experimental Results

5.4.1 Performance Comparison. In this experiment, we demonstrate the comparison results between MFF and
baselines in Table 3. In addition to the comparative results, we also analyze some potential limits and efective
mechanism of the baselines.

• We can observe that our MFF model outperforms all baselines on both datasets. The results clearly indicate
it can well capture the user-dependent preference efect and user-independent timeliness efect, and then
integrate all factors to beneit a more accurate recommendation.
• Among all baselines, DKN achieves the best in most cases. This is because DKN beneits a lot from the
entities which are recognized with the help of knowledge graph. When reading a piece of news, the entities
often convey a lot of information. Therefore, focusing on these entities can help the model generate a better
representation of news title and lead to better recommendation performance.
• GRU4REC is not competitive compared with other content based methods (CNN, DSSM), session based
methods(DKN, LSTUR) and ours. The reason is that GRU4REC only utilize the news ID instead of its content
to measure the similarity between diferent news. The results indicate that users can be attracted by news
title content, where it is necessary to learn news content semantics (rather than just its ID indicator) for
generating news representation, which is useful for news recommendation.
• Survival analysis based methods perform poor in our experiments because they are not personalized.
This extremely destroys the users’ experience when browsing the news. Therefore, such methods can not
directly apply to the real-world application.
• Last, we observe an interesting result that FM+ is the most competitive models except our proposed MFF,
which even outperforms several recent approaches (e.g., DKN, LSTUR). This is probably because it considers
the news timeliness efect as us into the modeling, which demonstrates that considering timeliness efect
is signiicant for news recommendation. Moreover, since our model directly describes the news lifecycle
with a sophisticated survival analysis based architecture, it outperforms FM+ with only consider the news
timeliness as the simple łpopularityž metric.
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Table 3. Performance comparison of diferent models on four metrics including AUC, F1,MRR and NDCG@5. Imp denotes

the relative performance improvements. Note that Pop is a statistics metric without models so that it cannot be measured

with both AUC and F1 metrics. (%)

(a) Toutiao

models AUC Imp F1 Imp MRR Imp NDCG@5 Imp

Feature
Engineering

Pop - - - - 55.47 23.87 39.34 33.93
SVD 58.42 11.86 57.54 2.87 62.13 10.59 45.51 15.78
FM 59.23 10.33 57.36 3.19 62.81 9.39 46.39 13.58
FM+ 61.20 6.78 57.93 2.18 65.37 5.11 48.64 8.33

Survival
Analysis

COX 51.12 27.84 56.86 4.10 58.86 16.73 42.01 25.42
DeepHit 51.70 26.40 56.86 4.10 60.69 13.21 43.59 20.88

Content
Based

CNN 58.59 11.54 57.44 3.05 64.46 6.59 47.60 10.69
DSSM 60.37 8.25 57.63 2.71 64.20 7.02 47.15 11.75

Session
Based

GRU4REC 54.60 19.69 56.88 4.06 59.83 14.84 43.32 21.32
DKN 60.47 8.07 57.75 2.49 65.77 4.47 48.88 7.79
LSTUR 62.13 5.18 57.99 2.07 64.14 7.13 47.53 10.86

Ours MFF 65.35 - 59.19 - 68.71 - 52.69 -

(b) Adressa

models AUC Imp F1 Imp MRR Imp NDCG@5 Imp

Feature
Engineering

Pop - - - - 45.38 88.54 50.82 74.20
SVD 95.43 3.84 34.42 104.42 51.83 65.08 56.67 56.22
FM 97.65 1.47 49.01 43.56 69.64 22.86 74.89 18.21
FM+ 98.38 0.72 60.21 16.86 74.65 14.61 80.02 10.63

Survival
Analysis

COX 88.66 11.76 60.35 16.59 70.15 21.97 70.96 24.76
DeepHit 93.37 6.13 63.44 10.91 73.77 15.98 75.76 16.86

Content
Based

CNN 98.06 1.05 51.24 37.31 70.64 21.12 75.89 16.66
DSSM 97.90 1.22 49.04 43.47 71.84 19.10 76.90 15.12

Session
Based

GRU4REC 89.63 10.55 36.28 93.94 54.12 58.09 56.18 57.58
DKN 98.47 0.63 56.14 25.33 81.36 5.16 84.76 4.45
LSTUR 98.28 0.82 54.08 30.10 77.32 10.66 81.55 8.56

Ours MFF 99.09 - 70.36 - 85.56 - 88.53 -

5.4.2 Influence of Diferent Factors. Recall that our model captures the user-dependent preference and user-
independent timeliness simultaneously for news recommendation, where we extract three factors for modeling
including long-term habit, short-term interest and timeliness efect. In this experiment, we aim to illustrate the
efectiveness of all three factors. To this end, we construct three variant models based on our MFF. Speciically,
we denoteMFF_L as variant only considering the architecture of long-term habit,MFF_S for the variant with only
short-term interest and MFF_T just with the timeliness part. Note that the modeling architectures for relevant
factors are same as MFF does (Recall Figure 3),. Therefore, MFF_L and MFF_S only utilize binary loss to optimize
parameters in the network (Eq. (14)) while MFF_T utilizes both binary loss and survival loss (Eq. (18)). The
comparison results are reported in Table 4. Speciically, we have the following observations.
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Table 4. Performance comparison between MFF and its variants on four metrics. MFF_L denotes the factor of the long-term

habit. MFF_S denotes the factor of the short-term interest. MFF_T denotes the factor of timeliness. (%)

Toutiao Adressa

AUC F1 MRR NDCG@5 AUC F1 MRR NDCG@5

MFF_L 61.91 58.20 65.65 49.90 98.09 52.18 71.98 77.08
MFF_S 63.23 58.38 66.29 49.81 98.31 57.11 80.98 84.49
MFF_T 64.38 58.49 68.51 52.54 98.49 70.57 84.73 87.60
MFF 65.35 59.19 68.71 52.69 99.09 70.36 85.56 88.53

• MFF achieves the best in most cases. This shows leveraging three factors into a uniied model can boost
the prediction performance.
• Among three variants, we ind MFF_T performs best and MFF_S ranks the second, followed by MFF_L.
This suggests the timeliness of news is the most important factor and our proposed module (i.e., User-
independent Timeliness part in Figure 3) can capture this factor through the click hazard function (i.e., λ in
Eq. (10)).
• We can observe MFF_L does not perform well compared with the other variants. The reason for this is
that MFF_L only utilizes the tag distribution and a ine tuned user embedding (i.e., l ,u in Eq. (3)) to model
user preference without any content of users’ click history. Although this approach can extremely reduce
the amount of computation, it lacks a lot of potentially useful information. These results demonstrate the
content of user’s click history can beneit the prediction performance.

5.4.3 Cold Start Recommendation with New Users. As we mentioned in Section 1, news recommendation sufer
from the cold start problems with new users without any click records. Here, we illustrate the capability of MFF

on such scenario. In this experiment, we also generate the training and test set by diferent strategies for the
same reason as described in section 5.1. For Toutiao, we only keep users in the test set who have never appeared
in the training set. After the iltering, we have 4,083 users left. The ratio of positive and negative instances is
approximately 0.65 which is lower than that in the entire dataset (i.e., 0.75 in Table 2). Therefore, it is more
diicult to predict click rates for new users. For Adressa, since we adopt leave-one-out strategy, each user will
appear in both the training set and test set. Therefore, we have to create some new users according to the custom
rule. We randomly select 3,000 users as new users forming the test set. Correspondingly, instances related to
these new users in the training set are removed. Here, we assume these users access the news platform for the
irst time so that their click history is missing. Therefore, there is less potential information to the user and it is
harder to model user-dependent preference.

Experimental results of all methods on four metrics are reported in Table 5. Note that SVD and GRU4REC only
involve news ID and user ID so that they are not capable of recommending news when the user dose not have
any click history. Here, we put all results in Table 3, Table 6 and Table 5 together for analyses. First, compared
with the results in common scenario (Table 3), we observe the performances of all methods have declined to
varying degree in cold start scenario (Table 5). Second, since there is no click history of the user, our model MFF

(Table 5) degenerates to the variant model MFF_T (Table 6). However, despite the performance decreasing, MFF

still dominates all other baselines on four metrics, respectively. These results demonstrate the efectiveness of
MFF once again, especially on modeling news timeliness efect for recommendation. In addition, we also ind FM+

outperforms two competitive baselines, i.e., DKN, LSTUR), especially on the Adressa dataset. This demonstrates
that recommending a set of popular news, though is a straightforward way of modeling news timeliness efect, is
still a good choice when encountering new users.
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Table 5. Performance comparison of diferent models on cold start problem for new users without any click history. Note

that SVD and GRU4REC are not listed here since they only involve news ID and user ID and are not capable of making

predictions on this task. (%)

(a) Toutiao

models AUC Imp F1 Imp MRR Imp NDCG@5 Imp

Feature
Engineering

Pop - - - - 54.30 26.13 38.48 36.15
FM 57.67 10.63 57.34 1.69 62.37 9.81 46.23 13.32
FM+ 59.43 7.35 57.76 0.95 63.87 7.23 47.44 10.43

Survival
Analysis

COX 50.67 25.91 56.57 3.08 59.19 15.71 41.85 25.19
DeepHit 51.56 23.74 56.58 3.06 60.92 12.43 43.52 20.38

Content
Based

CNN 58.08 9.85 57.20 1.94 64.21 6.67 47.57 10.13
DSSM 58.23 9.57 57.00 2.30 63.91 7.17 46.69 12.21

Session
Based

DKN 59.40 7.41 57.53 1.36 64.69 5.87 47.87 9.44
LSTUR 58.31 9.42 57.41 1.57 62.00 10.47 46.13 13.57

Ours MFF 63.80 - 58.31 - 68.49 - 52.39 -

(b) Adressa

models AUC Imp F1 Imp MRR Imp NDCG@5 Imp

Feature
Engineering

Pop - - - - 47.16 69.64 52.05 60.02
FM 96.46 1.22 45.00 41.78 66.19 20.86 70.87 17.53
FM+ 96.59 1.09 61.30 4.08 76.70 4.30 80.60 3.34

Survival
Analysis

COX 85.46 14.25 54.05 18.04 67.85 17.91 69.42 19.98
DeepHit 90.10 8.37 58.41 9.23 67.83 17.94 69.55 19.76

Content
Based

CNN 97.07 0.59 46.58 36.97 66.54 20.23 71.29 16.83
DSSM 96.84 0.83 46.51 37.17 66.92 19.55 71.71 16.15

Session
Based

DKN 97.17 0.48 48.36 31.93 68.52 16.75 73.04 14.03
LSTUR 96.94 0.72 46.15 38.24 67.03 19.35 71.97 15.73

Ours MFF 97.64 - 63.80 - 80.00 - 83.29 -

5.5 Model Analysis

5.5.1 Click Probability Function Approximation. From the results and analysis from Table 4 and 5, we can conclude
the news timeliness factor produces the most signiicant efect (compared with the other two) in our model
for dominating users’ click and reading behaviors. In this experiment, we would demonstrate the capability of
MFF on perceiving this factor. Speciically, as we illustrated in section 4.3, we assume the time elapsed between
two adjacent clicks on the same news by any two users follows a particular distribution. Then, we attempt to
automatically learn this pattern with the help of survival analysis techniques, where we adopt the survival loss
(i.e., Lsur in Eq. (17)) to optimize the distribution. To verify that our MFF model has learned this distribution, we
visualize the piecewise approximation for the click probability density function (i.e., f (t ) in Eq. (15)).

We report the approximation results in Figure 7. Speciically, we gather all log instances in the same time
period and calculate their proportion in all log instances (blue bars). In addition, we plot the predicted distribution
for each period of time. For a better visualization, we divide each distribution into ive parts at 20th, 40th, 60th,
80th percentile, where each part is illed in the same color. We also calculate the expectation of corresponding
distribution predicted by our MFF, which marks as red lines with asterisk).
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(a) Toutiao (b) Adressa

Fig. 7. Illustration of piecewise approximation for the click probability density function w.r.t. the range of the time elapsed

index ∆t (seconds).

In Figure 7, irst, according to the blue bars, we can ind the probability in the real datasets follows an exponential
distribution. This phenomenon also demonstrates that a piece of news can hardly appeal to readers if it goes
unclicked for a long time. According to the predicted results, the learned patterns (i.e., red lines with asterisk) are
extremely similar to the real distributions, which proves the capacity of MFF for capturing the news timeliness
efect. Second, comparing the results between two datasets, we observe the predicted scores for Adressa data are
more concentrated so that the distribution from 20th to 80th percentile is too narrow to be visible. We guess
one possible reason is that most of the news articles in Adressa are highly time-sensitive ones, i.e., in Figure 6,
łnyheterž news takes almost 50% proportion among all categories. As a result, news timeliness factor would make
more dominate in this dataset. Therefore, the click probability tends to be similar in this experiment. On the
contrary, in Toutiao, the number distribution of news categories is more balanced (Please recall the left middle
chart of Figure 6), where many news articles belong to not time-sensitive ones, such as łfoodž and łcarež, which
can last for longer time. As a consequence, the predicted probabilities on Toutiao dataset are more difuse.

5.5.2 Parameter Sensitivity. We now discuss the sensitivities of some important hyper-parameters in our model
including the loss coeicient γ in Eq. (18), the time span ∆T in Section 4.3, the clicked news number of users
in latest history K in Eq. (6), and the embedding size D in news encoder in Section 4.1. Speciically, the loss
coeicient γ balances the modeling learning on two losses of the binary loss or survival loss with value varying in
the set {0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09}. The time span ∆T in Section 4.3 controls the range of news timeliness interval,
which helps the training of the survival part in our model. We turn over it with the value in {30, 60, 90, 120, 150}.
The clicked news number of users K controls how many the latest news clicked behaviors of users that our model
can consider for modeling user-dependent short-term interest factor, where the value varies in the set {0, 2, 4, 6,
8, 10}. Last, the embedding size D greatly afects the representation ability of learned embeddings for exploring
news content semantics, which ranges in the set {128, 256, 384, 512, 640, 768}. We report the experimental results
in Figure 8. Note that the results in the left four charts are measured on Toutiao while the rest are measured
on Adressa. For better illustration, we only demonstrate the results on NDCG@5 metric (we ind similar result
patterns concerning other metrics). According to Figure 8, we have the following observations and conclusions.

• From the results in the top two charts, we conclude that adding the survival loss of news timeliness Lsur

in Eq. (17) would produce the performance efect of our model. Speciically, setting a non-zero γ in MFF
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Fig. 8. Efects of diferent hyper-parameters on NDCG@5. Let: Toutiao; Right: Adressa.

can achieve higher NDCG@5 than it with γ = 0, and a too large γ is less favorable since it overwhelms
the overall loss and misleads the direction of gradients. As the γ increases, the performance of our model
irst increases but decreases when γ 0.01, 0.05 in the corresponding datasets. Therefore, we set γ as 0.01 in
Toutiao and 0.05 in Adressa for obtaining the best results.
• The impact of time span ∆T is concluded from the third and fourth charts. Speciically, the performance of
our model reaches the peak when ∆T equals to 120, 30 in Toutiao, Adressa, respectively. This suggests that
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Table 6. Model architecture analysis.MFF-NP removes the pre-training stage of the news encoder.MFF-AH replaces LSTM of

modeling user short-term interest with the atention mechanism.MFF-AP replaces the tag-aware atention mechanism in

news encoder with the common average pooling.MFF-RU means the user embedding is assigned with a random initialization.

MFF-GM utilizes geometric mean to replace our click probability pclick in Eq. (13)

. (%)

Toutiao Adressa

AUC F1 MRR NDCG@5 AUC F1 MRR NDCG@5

MFF-NP 63.45 58.65 66.74 50.34 98.71 69.19 83.70 87.03
MFF-AH 63.60 58.40 68.59 52.35 98.94 70.87 85.22 88.24
MFF-AP 64.40 58.65 67.95 52.11 98.89 70.72 84.60 87.79
MFF-RU 65.02 59.02 68.44 52.23 98.96 70.86 85.05 87.79
MFF-GM 64.89 58.96 68.45 52.64 98.92 70.62 85.21 88.26
MFF 65.35 59.19 68.38 52.68 99.09 70.36 85.56 88.53

it is necessary to describe the click hazard function (Eq. (11)) over a longer time horizon when training the
model on Toutiao. This conclusion is also consistent with the statistical results that the average time elapsed
in Toutiao is larger than that in Adressa shown in Table 2 and Figure 6. Combining with the statistics in
Figure 7 that the average time elapsed in Addressa is shorter than that in Toutiao, it is appropriate to set
a smaller time span ∆T because most click events happened in a short period of time. In a word, ∆T is a
signiicant hyper-parameter which has a great impact on training the survival model and the statistical
results of time elapsed can help us choose a suitable value. Given the observation, we set ∆T=120, 30 in the
corresponding datasets.
• We explore the inluence of the number of the latest clicked news K in the ifth and sixth charts. Speciically,
as K increases, the model performance increases at irst and reaches the peak when K=8 on both datasets.
Therefore, K is set as the value with 8 in our experiment since it suggests that considering the recent 8 news
clicking behaviors can model the short-term interest of users the best, which can help our model MFF to
accurately predict the click rate of users on the candidate news, beneiting the recommendation performance.
Besides, the results clearly shows the rationality of distinguishing the user-dependent preference into
long-term habit and short-term interest rather than coupling them together in the model.
• Last, we adjust the embedding size D to explore the model efectiveness, where the results are plotted in
the bottom two charts. The fact is that MFF is not very sensitive to this hyper-parameter. The maximum
and minimum values of NDCG@5 difer only by 0.47 and 0.31, on both datasets respectively.

5.5.3 Model Architecture Analysis. At last, we would like to discuss how each sub-architecture of our MFF

afects recommendation results. In Table 6, we adopt ive MFF variants, each of which takes out or replaces one
component from the complete method MFF. Speciically, MFF-NP refers to the MFF without pre-training stage so
that the parameters in BERT are randomly initialized (Figure 2). MFF-AH replaces the LSTM for modeling the
dynamic user short-term interest efect in Eq. (5) with an attention layer as the work [64] does. MFF-AP replaces
the tag-aware attention mechanism in news encoder in Eq. (1) with an average pooling operation. MFF-RU

removes the user’s prior knowledge which means the user embedding in Eq. (3) is only assigned with a random
initialized vector (i.e., ul = u). The last MFF-GM modiies the click probability pclick in Eq. (13) with geometric
mean of p1, p2, p3 (i.e., Eq. (12)).
From the results in Table 6, we observe MFF-NP performs the worst, which means that the pre-training

stage is critical since it beneits a lot from a large volume of unlabeled news data to learn comprehensive news
content semantics. Second, MFF-AH also decreases the performance compared our MFF. This indicates that
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modeling user-dependent short-term factor with a dynamic architecture is essential for news recommendation,
which can better integrate user recent reading behaviors into one vector in our model. Then, MFF outperforms
MFF-AP, demonstrating our model beneits from the proposed news encoder with the novel tag-aware attention
mechanism. This also indicates that considering news category tag for learning news semantics could better help
the model choose related words of news content, which beneits to establishing the relationship between news in
semantic space. Similarly, MFF outperforms MFF-RU, which also demonstrates our tag-aware user embedding
can bring improvement. Last but not least, compared with MFF and MFF-GM, we ind that combing three factors
under the assumption in MFF that a user would click the candidate news due to any one of them would produce
improvement, where our assumption is valid for news recommendation.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we conducted a focused study on the personalized news recommendation. We proposed a novel
Multi-Factors Fusion (MFF ) model for news recommendation by integrating both user-dependent preference efect
and user-independent timeliness efect together. Speciically, we decomposed the user-dependent preference
into two factors including the long-term habit and the short-term interest. Then, we succeeded in exploring the
user-independent timeliness efect with the sophisticated survival analysis technique, where the short lifecycle
of news could be well modeled in our model. Our experimental results demonstrated such component was one of
the most signiicant one, especially for alleviating the cold start problem. By combining three factors, our MFF

could recommend not only news articles followed by user interests but also the breaking news which could satisfy
users’ demands for a wide range of information. We evaluated the performance of MFF using two real-datasets,
where the extensive experimental results fully validated the efectiveness of our proposed model. In the future,
there are some potential study directions. First, we would like to model the user preference followed by groups
for news recommendations. Second, we would further explore the news timeliness efect in more details, and
design more sophisticated survival analysis models for tracking the news lifecycle. Third, we are also willing to
perform more pre-training natural language processing modes for the news content semantics learning, which
might beneit the performance further. We hope this work could lead to more studies.
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